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Introduction: Love, Dating and Marriage in the Pandemic Era (and Beyond)

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the ways in which people across the globe interact and socialize. Navigating dating and relationships becomes particularly fraught during periods of lockdown or social distancing, when the typical activities of couples, such as visiting cinemas, bars or restaurants, as well as physical intimacy between those not living in the same household, are either prohibited or discouraged. For a nation like Japan, which has seen a steady shift towards delayed marriage and long-term or permanent singlehood, the pandemic presented another potential obstacle for those looking for a relationship or lifetime partner: while marriage continues to be the (idealised) norm for most—89% of women and 86% of men want to get married at some point in their life—the proportion of unmarried adults who report being in a relationship is extremely low (27% of women, 20% of men; 18-34 years; IPSS 2017: 13, 22) and “not finding an appropriate partner” is the most cited reason for not being able to get married (women 51%, men 45%; IPSS 2017: 19).

In the context of these changes in dating and marriage behaviour (and against the backdrop of the falling birth-rate), the buzzword
“marriage hunting” or “the active search for a marriage partner” (konkatsu) began to receive significant attention (Yamada & Shirakawa 2008) and the commercial matchmaking industry started to boom around 2010 (Dalton & Dales 2016). At around the same time, Japanese local communities and municipalities joined forces to support the institution of marriage in society and began to officially organise and promote matchmaking events (Kottmann 2020). This initiative was one of the state’s latest efforts to promote and encourage marriage behaviour: numerous countermeasures since the 1990s, such as the expansion of kindergarten and day care offerings for children below the age of three, as well as policies to enable parents to take childcare leave and other strategies aimed at improving the overall work-life balance, have been implemented, mainly in order to encourage women, who (still) shoulder the lion’s share of inner-familial care work, to get married and start a family, ideally early on in their adult life. Despite these efforts, the number of temporarily or permanently unmarried individuals continues to increase and life courses, which were centred on the salaryman husband/fulltime housewife model during the years of high economic growth in post-war Japan, are diversifying. The reasons are multidimensional and include, but are not limited to, an increase in precarious employment for men, improved education and employment opportunities for women, a (gendered) mismatch in expectations with regard to married life and gendered differences in what individuals consider an ‘appropriate’ partner or an ‘ideal’ life plan.

Life choices and the romantic and marital relationships of young urban individuals have long been a central topic of Japanese TV series. Since the 1980s, lifestyle-oriented ren’ai dorama (love story dramas) have connected with contemporary social discourses around love and familial relationships, gender roles and, more recently, (female) singlehood (Gössmann 2000 & 2016; Iwata-Weickgenannt 2013; Scherer 2016). These (mostly) limited-series dorama, which are primarily aimed at women, are broadcast for three months and each consist of about 10–12 one-hour episodes. Well-known examples from the last two decades include Around 40 (TBS, 2008) or Kekkon Shinai (English title: Wonderful Single Life, Fuji TV, 2012). As Kelly Hu points out, dorama highlight the diversity of life choices and encourage viewers to reflect on their own identities: “Japanese TV dramas present a multitude of similar questions with choices acted out for the viewers” (Hu 2010, 196). But how does this reflexive function operate within the context of the ongoing pandemic? How did television production companies deal with the problematic of producing a series under pandemic conditions? In particular, this article aims to address the following questions: How have TV series addressed love, dating and (marital) relationships during the pandemic? How did the pandemic and concomitant policies such as calls for social distancing (sōsharu disutansu) and self-restraint (jishuku) impact depictions of love, dating and (marital) relationships? Finally, what do these dramas reveal about the state of domestic gender relations and gender equality in the context of changing working conditions and stay-at-home policies implemented during the pandemic?

Employing both social science and cultural studies perspectives, we will discuss romantic and familial relationships and their respective depictions in four ren’ai dorama that are among the first to be produced under pandemic conditions, namely Rimorabu, Nigehaji Special, Neechan no Koibito and Koisuru Hahatachi. Although these were not the only dramas to be produced under pandemic conditions, due to space limitations, we have chosen to focus on dramas that aired during ‘prime-time’ (7 p.m. to 11 p.m.) on national terrestrial channels, which have the broadest reach in terms of audience. All of these ‘pandemic dramas’ were broadcast on Japanese
television between October 2020 and early January 2021. TV series from this period are of particular interest: the series had already been planned before the outbreak of the pandemic, but the producers were subsequently forced to quickly adapt production conditions and scripts to the new situation. To achieve this, production teams chose different strategies, as we will show: some moved the story completely to the pandemic period and actively addressed many of the associated problems, including those regarding romantic and familial relationships. Others relegated COVID-19 to the background, for example through the appearance of extras wearing masks. Three of the examples we address belong to the typical, three-month Japanese series (renzoku dorama), and one—Nigehaji Special—is a television film (supesharu dorama) that is a follow-up to a hit series.

In the following, we will first briefly address the COVID-19 pandemic in Japan, related policies and the social consequences for various relationship forms. Then we describe the conditions of TV production during the pandemic, before examining in the main section how love, dating and (marital) relationships in the time of the pandemic are portrayed in the four selected Japanese TV dramas. Our analysis shows both a trend consistent with ‘re-traditionalization’, in the sense that the pandemic made pre-existing, pervasive gender inequalities visible and worsened them, and depictions of diverse, rather unconventional relational practices that are critical of the marital institution. Our analysis also shows that, while the dramas touch on the impact of the pandemic on women’s livelihoods and gender equality, more serious consequences remain unexplored.

The Pandemic, Concomitant Policies and Changing Love and Family Life in Japan

As in many other countries around the world, the COVID-19 pandemic arrived in Japan in early February 2020, making a significant impact on individuals’ relationship worlds, including the need to renegotiate and re-evaluate social and physical proximity and distance. The first cases were transmitted by infected passengers of the Diamond Princess, a cruise ship that landed in Yokohama with approximately 3,700 crewmembers and passengers, one of whom tested positive for the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) (NIID 2020). By mid-February, the first precautionary measures had been issued, including, for example, the cancellation of large-scale events. In addition (and following the decision to postpone the Olympics), then-Prime Minister Abe Shinzō closed national borders on 3 April 2020 and declared the first state of emergency (SoE) for seven prefectures on 7 April 2020. Seven days later, this SoE, which led to temporary closures of restaurants, cafés, department stores, museums and elementary schools, but not a strict lockdown as in other countries, was extended to the entire nation. It was lifted in late May and life returned to a ‘new’ or ‘adjusted normalcy’ (Togo 2020). Yet, after a surge in COVID-19 cases in late 2020, a second SoE was eventually implemented in selected prefectures on 7 January 2021 (until 21 March). Amidst another increase of cases, some parts of the country, including Osaka and Tokyo, entered a third SoE in late April that year (terminating on 20 June 2021). A fourth SoE was implemented in mid-July (and ended on 12 September 2021) and a fifth in early 2022 (lifted on 21 March 2022) (Kottmann & Dales forthcoming).

In addition to the SoEs and their varying regulations as well as foci on the detection of clusters and the enhancement of early diagnosis of patients, there were attempts from the very outset of the pandemic to change public behaviour: social distancing (sōsharu disutansu), self-restraint (jishuku) and the avoidance of the so called “3Cs” (closed spaces, crowds and close-contact situations) were
strongly encouraged (though not legally enforced) and masks became an essential accessory throughout the pandemic years (and still are, as at July 2022).

These behavioural changes as well as the varying regulations of the SOEs had significant impacts on individuals’ everyday lives, including love, marriage and family life. Married couples, most of whom have children and more than 60% of whom live in double income households (Ueno 2020, 56), were put under stress due to the closure of elementary, junior high and senior high schools from 2 March 2020 onwards (partially reopening from May onwards) and an increase in teleworking. This was in part understood as a chance to spend more time as a family and to improve familial communication (in particular by men; Ochiai & Suzuki 2020, 9), but it soon became obvious that (young) mothers, in particular, suffered from the demands of having to balance their own work responsibilities (many not being eligible for teleworking or threatened with dismissal), home-schooling the children, and providing three meals a day. While many men also stayed at home, their involvement in inner familial care work did not increase as in the case of women (Ochiai & Suzuki 2020, 5–7). Rather, women had to take care of their husbands as well, trying to create an atmosphere in which husbands could work without disruption, often in extremely confined living spaces (Ochiai & Suzuki 2020). The number of reported cases of domestic violence rose dramatically (Ando 2020) and divorce, a phenomenon widely known as ‘corona divorce’ (korona rikon) rates, increased (Iijima 2021; Ueno 2020).

At the same time, individuals in search of a love or marriage partner were put under strain: physical distancing regulations and the cancellation of in-person events made the search for a partner difficult, to say the least. Matchmaking events were put on hold from late February 2020 onwards, before they were gradually shifted to the virtual sphere: online dating (onrain dēto), a trend that had slowly started to emerge prior to the pandemic (IBJ 2019), increasingly gained importance and the matchmaking industry recorded a turnover gain (IBJ 2021). Finally, romantic couples—less than 2% of whom cohabit (IPSS 2017, 25; 18–34 years)—had to significantly alter their practices of intimacy, in particular during the first SoE: meetings in person decreased and common dating practices such as going to restaurants or cafés, visiting love hotels, travelling or shopping became rare or even impracticable (Kottmann & Dales
forthcoming).

Figure 2: Poster in a Subway Station, Tokyo (photograph by Nora Kottmann)

**TV Production Under Pandemic Conditions**

In 2020, the pandemic presented TV and film production worldwide with truly unimagined difficulties. A major shock for the Japanese industry was the death of popular comedian Shimura Ken on 29 March 2020; the first celebrity to fall victim to COVID-19 in Japan. At the time, Shimura was acting in the NHK morning drama (asadora) Ėru (“Yell”) in a supporting role. Although some studios continued filming under precarious conditions at the outset of the pandemic (Schilling 2020), by the beginning of the first SoE in early April 2020, many anime and live action TV series had stopped production, causing a considerable break in broadcasting. Among them were, for example, the long-awaited Hanzawa Naoki sequel and Sazae-san, the world’s longest-running cartoon series (1969–) (The Guardian 2020). The asadora series, a long-running fixture of Japanese television that is broadcast on a daily basis, had to be interrupted for the first time in its almost 60-year history.9

With the end of the state of emergency on 25 May 2020, broadcasting corporations began to restart drama production and developed various measures to be able to continue filming as safely as possible. The ‘3Cs’ were a key factor in developing these new procedures, but there were also many other details that specifically affected filming. For example, the public broadcaster NHK published a manual for dorama production at the end of May 2020, which specified daily temperature monitoring for cast and crew and social distancing rules. It also stated that costumes had to be washed after each use. Thanks to these measures, filming for the morning drama could finally resume in June, but the production time increased considerably as a result (The Sankei News 2021). This ‘manualisation’ of drama production became a widespread phenomenon. Fuji TV producer Inaba Naoto reported in an interview that he himself wrote the 20-page manual for the filming of the drama Rupan no Musume (“Daughter of Lupin”, October–December 2020), regulating all hygiene measures in detail (Hara and Takagi 2020).

Another strategy to increase safety for the actors was to rewrite the scripts in order to minimise physical contact between the actors, which led to numerous dilemmas, especially in the case of dramaturgically important fight and kiss scenes (Miyata et al. 2020; TV Tokyo Plus 2020). The number of on-screen characters was reduced in many productions, and film crews were also limited to the most essential people.
Furthermore, production teams had to rethink their choice of locations; roof-top terraces became more popular due to the low risk of infection (Location Japan 2020), and the proportion of outdoor scenes overall increased significantly. These developments demonstrate that production conditions inevitably had a strong impact on the content of the series, even where the pandemic was not part of the plot. Insights into the production under pandemic conditions are evident, for example, in the end credits of the drama Uchi no Musume wa, Kareshi ga Dekinai!! (“Date my Daughter!”, January–March 2021, NTV), which include outtakes and footage of the film crew with masks and face shields.

Some series productions chose to actively work with the situation and transfer the setting of the plot to the pandemic. When a series is set in the COVID-19 era, this has the great advantage that hygiene measures do not interfere but, on the contrary, are part of the authentic portrayal. According to the logic of the plot, the characters must adhere to physical distancing rules or wear masks, which means the actors are automatically protected during filming. Two of the series we examine here have chosen this route to place the storyline (completely or partially) in the pandemic: Rimorabu – Futsū no Koi wa Jadō (here abbreviated as Rimorabu) and Nigeru wa Haji da ga Yaku ni Tatsu: Ganbare Jinrui! Shinshun Supesharu!! (here abbreviated as Nigehaji Special). Other ren’ai dorama that aired around the same period also have the pandemic appear in the background of the plot, but do so very discreetly and without the situation being crucial to the development of the story. These include Neechan no Koibito (hereafter, Anekoi) and Koisuru Hahatachi (hereafter, Koihaha). Similar productions (and similar considerations regarding the depiction of the pandemic) could be observed around the world in 2020 (Karimi 2021): as early as August that year, the U.S. channel Freeform aired the mini-series Love in the Time of Corona, while the series Social Distance landed on Netflix in October 2020 (Huver 2021). At the same time, popular long-running shows like Grey’s Anatomy (season 17, November 2020–June 2021) also took up the issue.

A Virtual Love Story: Rimorabu

While there had already been smaller, experimental pandemic-themed productions in early 2020,10 Rimorabu was Japan’s first ‘primetime drama’ set in the Covid era. Its plot takes place between April and December 2020 and revolves around 28-year-old Ōzakura Mimi, who works as a company doctor. She takes her task of propagating and implementing coronavirus hygiene measures in the company very seriously, making herself extremely unpopular, at least in the beginning. In her private life, Mimi-sensei, as she is called, has been single for five years and lives alone. During Japan’s state of emergency, she falls in love with an anonymous chat partner—referred to as ‘Lemon’, his chat name—she accidently meets while playing an online game. Filming for Rimorabu began on 11 September 2020 (remolove_ntv 2020). Producer Hazeyama Hiroko has explained that practical considerations played an important role in the decision to set the story during the pandemic. According to her, Rimorabu was the result of the production team’s search for a concept that would allow them to continue shooting even within the context of rising infections (Supōtsu Hōchi 2021). Rimorabu’s producers faced the problem of having to depict ‘the present’ at a time when ‘the present’ was not constant. This also entailed a certain responsibility: the behaviour of characters in the series could be taken as a model for the viewer’s own handling of the pandemic. At the same time, the production team faced the dilemma that some viewers may not want to be reminded of their difficult everyday lives, but rather seek a distraction. Rimorabu can thus be
characterised as a compromise.

The reality of pandemic life, sometimes hard to bear, is presented in a toned-down version, which is achieved through comedic elements and omissions. The darker sides of the pandemic remain a big void in the series: not a single person in the company Mimi-sensei works for becomes infected or has to be quarantined, there are, of course, no deaths and infected people are only referred to once as an abstract number on TV. The various precautions in the series, such as social distancing or disinfecting, thus sometimes seem like rituals detached from their actual meaning, carried out by the characters in constant repetition. For example, when Mimi-sensei is demonstrating the correct removal of a mask, this performance resembles a martial arts technique, and her instructions about social distancing are accompanied by exaggerated facial expressions and gestures. This parody allowed viewers to look at their exhausting everyday life from a comical distance. It is therefore hardly surprising that there were many posts on Twitter attesting to the series’ iyashi (comforting) effect. However, the parody also implicitly portrays the protagonist’s caution as exaggerated. Moreover, as Darlington (2013, 33) describes, such over-the-top portrayals of working women are often an element in dramas that infuse the female protagonist’s success with a “strong dose of ridicule”.

While COVID-19 remains distant as a disease in Rimorabu, other, more mundane problems related to the pandemic are addressed. Employees complain about insufficient space in their home offices and a child accidentally shows up in a video conference. Beneath the comedy, people are struggling to come to terms with the pandemic and the measures being taken, especially with regard to their love lives. Rimorabu specifically addresses the question of how love relationships can be initiated and conducted under pandemic conditions. Here, the series focuses on two main topics: first, the online-offline dilemma (‘real’ love versus ‘remote’ love) and second, the problem of creating emotional and physical proximity in times of social distancing.

The love story between Mimi-sensei and her chat partner ‘Lemon’ develops very easily online. We can see both protagonists enjoying chatting, laughing out loud and tensely waiting for a reply. The relationship gets complicated as soon as Mimi-sensei finds out that Lemon is one of her co-workers (while not initially knowing which one), and she starts transferring the love story to the offline world. Her hesitation and inability to express herself in face-to-face interactions stands in clear contrast to her online behaviour, a topic that is addressed repeatedly throughout the series. When Mimi-sensei and Lemon (her co-worker Aobayashi) get closer, they have a hard time transferring their lively online conversations to a face-to-face situation. This is clearly shown, for example, in the scene when Mimi-sensei confesses to Aobayashi that she is his online chat partner, Kusamochi (episode 6). Even though they are sitting next to each other, they resort to using their smartphones to converse with each other (see Figure 3). The text they are writing is visualised in the upper part of the screen (a stylistic device that is often used in the series), which allows the audience to read along. These difficulties in transforming the online romance into a real life relationship are problematised repeatedly over the following episodes. Yet, the series generally portrays ‘real life’ relationships as better and more meaningful. For example, one older co-worker lectures in great detail about the dangers of virtual love relationships (episode 3), and Mimi-sensei and Aobayashi explicitly refer to their relationship as “not normal” (episode 10).
While face-to-face communication and ‘being on the same page’ are depicted as important features of a healthy relationship, physical intimacy is only touched upon and presented as something difficult to achieve. In all ten episodes, we get to see only one kiss (episode 3); this kiss is not part of the central love story and, most importantly, is performed with masks, a circumstance that is described as particularly “sexy (eroi)” by a casual observer. Every other attempt to get physically close is somehow disrupted or stopped by the protagonists themselves: again and again, when one of them tries to get closer, the other is shown as becoming nervous or hesitant. For example, we often see Mimi-sensei put on her mask or hold up her hand to prevent other characters from coming too close to her. It remains unclear whether she is truly concerned about a possible infection or whether she uses these measures as an excuse for her unease with physical intimacy in general. Instead of the classic kiss at the conclusion of the series, the last episode ends with the on-screen text: “And then they kissed”. This might be due to the production rules under pandemic conditions or an attempt to express love in an acceptable, ‘socially distant’ way.

Overall, the series suggests that, despite the difficulties, establishing a happy relationship in the sense of a romantic, heterosexual relationship is the ideal course, a topic that gains central importance in the later episodes. Alternative relationships or ‘happy singles’, who consciously decide against romantic relationships and/or focus on other personal relationships are an obvious omission. In this sense, the series seamlessly follows on from earlier productions and the story appears to be trite (despite the twist of making the pandemic central to the plot) and conservative on various levels including the understanding of a ‘normal’ love life for adults and ‘normal’ gender roles. In this sense, the series does not offer any solutions for ‘unnormal’ relationships—despite the subtitle being ‘normal love is the wrong course’.

The Struggles of Young Parents During Pandemic Times and a Real-Life Marriage: Nigehaji Special

In October 2020, filming commenced on a two-and-a-half-hour special episode that continues the story of the hit 2016 drama Nigeru wa Haji da ga Yaku ni Tatsu (hereafter, Nigehaji) (Real Sound 2020). Nigehaji was a socially-conscious romantic comedy centred on Moriyama Mikuri and Tsuzaki Hiramasa, who grow closer through a ‘contract marriage’. The original series, based on the manga by Umino Tsunami, achieved a rating of 20.8% for its final episode and was described as a “drama of national importance” (Katsuki 2016). Writer Katsuki Takashi (2016) praised the drama for its “new perspective” on traditional social norms regarding marriage and gender roles, noting that the construct of a contract marriage allowed the drama to question the assumption that a woman need not be compensated for domestic labour in a relationship based on love. The series’ depiction of diverse types of love, including LGBTQI+ and age-gap attraction also caught the attention of the public (Kawamura

Figure 3: Confession by text message: “[Kusamochi, are you] Ōzakura ... Mimi-sensei?”. “Yes!” (c) NTV 2020
Similarly, the Nigehaji Special also touched on current social issues, including paternity leave and the debate over the right of couples to choose separate names upon marriage, which caused a stir in the mainstream and social media (Ishida 2021). In the drama, the issue of surnames arises when Mikuri discovers she is pregnant and the couple, who were living happily together as an unmarried couple, decide it would be best to register their marriage for the sake of the child (extramarital birth is rare in Japan and remains stigmatised). As mandated by the Japanese Civil Code Article 750, the couple are required to choose either the husband’s or the wife’s surname, a situation that puts Japan in a unique category among developed nations as the only one that continues to require single surnames for married couples (Taniguchi and Kaufman 2020). In Nigehaji Special, a small puppet show interrupting the main storyline explains this legal situation to the audience from a critical point of view. As Mikuri and Hiramasa acknowledge, the practice seems outdated; nevertheless, despite their apparent frustration, they choose to take the husband’s name, as is the case with 96% of couples in Japan (Taniguchi and Kaufman 2020, 206). Mikuri and Hiramasa are reflective of an increasing shift towards support for overturning the ban on separate surnames, especially among younger Japanese, as can be observed in recent surveys (Ito and Sato 2022).

The drama’s depiction of the COVID-19 pandemic was also particularly notable. The episode begins in 2019 and runs on into the first half of 2020: Mikuri becomes pregnant, gives birth to a daughter and the young family is physically separated by the circumstances of the pandemic. The pandemic only becomes an issue around 90 minutes into this special drama, but its impact is shown clearly and without sparing all the ugly details, in contrast to the comedy-oriented Rimorabu. Mikuri becomes anxious about the risk of infection to her infant daughter and is fastidious in her approach to hygiene and disinfection. The pandemic also forces Hiramasa to abandon his plans to take paternity leave. Although none of the characters are directly affected by the virus, the drama shows the escalating panic caused by the pandemic and makes references to the rising number of infections and deaths, including that of Shimura Ken (see above), which was reported widely in Japan and elsewhere. The drama even acknowledges the discrimination faced by Asian people in relation to COVID-19 in countries outside of the region.

The final 30 minutes of the special episode focus on the impact of the pandemic on the main characters, in particular, the emotional toll on Mikuri and Hiramasa. Now living apart, they are forced to rely on smartphones and other devices to communicate, which provides solace but also causes misunderstandings, highlighting the fact that digital interactions are not a perfect substitute for physical proximity. The emotional climax comes during a scene in which Mikuri and Hiramasa finally see each other again in Mikuri’s hometown by the sea, but the physical distance between them is so great that they can only wave at each other from afar and talk on their smartphones. The camera alternately captures the two in close-up (shot/reverse-shot technique), showing the emotional closeness between them, but at the end of the conversation, a long shot reveals the great physical distance between them: Mikuri is just a small red spot in the background (see Figure 4).
The drama’s depiction of the feelings of anxiety and loneliness caused by the pandemic struck a chord with viewers, but the ultimately heart-warming story also offered the life-affirming message that “someday, we’ll definitely meet again” (Kawamura 2021b). The TV film, which aired during the New Year’s holidays, achieved a relatively high audience rating of 15.5% and trended on social media platforms (Oricon News 2021).

Interestingly, the main actors of Nigehaji, Aragaki Yui and Hoshino Gen, announced in May 2021 that they were getting married. This led to speculation over whether the special circumstances during filming, with much less “outside noise” than usual, might have created good conditions for this real-life love story to unfold (Nishijima 2021).

A Comforting Fairy-Tale in a Time of Crisis: Anekoi

During the first year of the pandemic, as the Japanese public were coming to grips with their new, restrained way of life, some viewers found the sight of drama characters on television wearing masks and following hygiene protocols reassuring, while others felt that the world of entertainment should offer an escape from their everyday reality (Nakano 2021). One series that attempted to offer the latter, without completely ignoring the pandemic itself, was Neechan no Koibito (“Our Sister’s Soulmate”), also known as Anekoi. While it acknowledged the suffering of Japanese people, the drama’s overwhelming message was “ganbarō” (let’s keep going) and “daijōbu da” (it will be okay), wrapped within a heart-warming yet utterly conventional love story.

Set (and broadcast) during the autumn/winter of 2020—the period between Halloween and New Year’s Day—Anekoi centres on 27-year-old Momoko, a worker in a store selling home interior goods, and her fellow employee and love interest, 31-year-old Manato. Both are affected by tragic histories, which pose obstacles to their relationship, but are able to overcome these with the support of their family and friends. The drama makes direct as well as...
indirect references to the pandemic. For example, in the first episode, Momoko finds a broken toy globe that acts as a metaphor for the pain and suffering experienced around the world. This idea becomes a recurring motif of the drama. Furthermore, several characters make references to the early days of the pandemic, when the situation was uncertain and people feared for their jobs. There is a flashback scene in which the store is overrun by customers panic buying masks and one of the supporting characters, Miyuki, loses her job in a travel agency due to a downturn in business as a result of travel restrictions. However, these are minor distractions to the central message, which seems to insist that the worst is over and it is now time to look forward with optimism. Within the world of the drama, people are no longer wearing masks and, unlike the couple in Rimorabu, Momoko and Manato are even able to share a kiss. Furthermore, all the main characters achieve a happy ending, including Miyuki, who is able to secure another job. The key factor to finding happiness, the drama suggests, is to make a personal connection. In other words, as the English title of the series alludes, to find one’s soulmate. In fact, the series offers not one but three parallel love stories, including a romance between Momoko’s supervisor Hinako and Satoshi, who poses as an ordinary co-worker but is in fact the incoming president of the company. The subplot featuring Hinako and Satoshi offers many light-hearted, comical moments in the drama, as well as a fairy-tale ending that involves Satoshi arriving at the store in a formal suit, carrying a bunch of roses, and proposing to Hinako on one knee.

The importance of close family bonds is another major theme of Anekoi. Gaining the acceptance of their loved ones plays a crucial role in the development of the relationship between the two central protagonists, and there are several uplifting scenes of Momoko, her younger brothers and close friends and family laughing and generally enjoying themselves as they sit around the family dining table. The dining table, as a site for giving and receiving nourishment, has particular symbolic relevance as a cultural representation of familial harmony (Mithani 2019, 77). In Anekoi, it serves as an important space for confession and communal bonding—a place for each character to express their fears, hopes and desires and receive support, acknowledgement and acceptance from others. This positive benefit of social interaction is reflected in research on the effects of the pandemic on family relationships, which suggests that the opportunity to spend more time together, including shared meals, increased communication and, for some, improved the atmosphere within the home (Kim and Zulueta 2020, 365). However, in other cases, increased time spent together in a confined space only exacerbated tension and stress (Kim and Zulueta 2020, 365), an aspect that Anekoi largely avoids.

The final scene of the series is accompanied by a voiceover provided by Momoko’s brother, Kazuki, that emphasises the message of optimism: “This planet we live on certainly maybe wounded and weakened right now, but if all of us living in the present have an unrequited love for happiness, we will be okay, this planet won’t break.” The drama was appealing to those who felt comforted by its portrayal of an idealistic world, devoid of “bad people” and its romanticised depiction of family and love, which was enough to make viewers feel “warm and fluffy” inside (Sakaguchi 2021). Journalists praised Anekoi for its “unshowy” yet “heart-wrenching” love story (Asahi Shimbun 2020), set within the context of people mutually supporting each other as they do their best to survive the “new normal” (Ōno 2020). Furthermore, the drama largely avoided touching on any particularly depressing aspects of the pandemic—there was, for example no mention of deaths caused by the coronavirus. This suggests that, as Gössmann (2022) observes in relation to drama production
following the 2011 triple disaster, in times of crisis, those involved in making television drama prefer to focus on providing solace and comfort to their viewers, and are reluctant to address more problematic issues.

**Pandemic Anxiety and ‘Corona Divorce’: Koihaha**

The coronavirus pandemic had an enormous impact on people’s everyday lives around the world. Lockdowns and stay-at-home orders forced millions of people to work or study from home, causing couples and families who had previously spent most of their working hours apart suddenly having to share the same space 24 hours a day. In Japan, the increase in the amount of time couples were spending together, as well as the added burden on working mothers of having to care for and educate children while schools were closed, led to worries of an increase in spousal tension and the term ‘corona divorce’ (korona-rikon) began trending in the media. Divorce counsellor Okano Atsuko reported that she had seen a 50% increase in telephone consultations since companies initiated remote working policies in March 2020, as couples struggled to cope with the stress of being shut inside the home together all day (Miyahara 2020). There was even a widely-reported attempt by an enterprising property agency to capitalise on the phenomenon by advertising its rental rooms as a ‘temporary refuge’ and divorce prevention measure for people needing time away from home (Kasoku Co., Inc. 2020). The economic consequences of the pandemic, which resulted in job losses for some, may have also caused anxiety and, for example, a loss of pride for men who lost their status as breadwinner and were forced to stay at home, which could lead to the breakdown of a marriage, as one real-life story reported in a lifestyle magazine illustrates (Fujino 2022).

The effect of the pandemic on the conjugal relationship was explored briefly in the drama series Koisuru Hahatachi (“Mothers in Love”, hereafter, Koihaha). Based on the manga of the same name by Saimon Fumi, the drama spans several years, with only the final two episodes being set during the coronavirus pandemic and its aftermath. The drama focuses on the love lives of three mothers in their 30s and 40s, including divorcee An, who has remarried in middle age. Having already experienced the trauma of miscarriage, An’s husband Saiki becomes even more anxious when he is forced to work from home due to the pandemic. Afraid of losing his wife too, Saiki refuses to allow her out of the house even after the stay-at-home order is lifted, prompting her to escape to the seaside with a friend to relieve her own stress. Eventually, Saiki admits that he has been anxious about his professional future and was somewhat irritated by the strength An had shown in recovering from their shared trauma, while he was continuing to suffer. Saiki’s sentiments perhaps reflect the loss of pride experienced by men who felt unable to protect their families from the virus.

The couple eventually divorce, but instead of
going their separate ways, they are able to form a new relationship as working partners, which An describes as a way for them to “live together, side-by-side” (episode 9). This echoes the suggestion by divorce counsellor Okano that the pandemic could change the nature of marriage, leading to new lifestyles and new perspectives on relationships, such as living separate lives under the same roof (kateinai bekkyo), but in a positive sense (Miyahara 2020). Indeed, Koihaha, which touches on provocative topics, such as the sexual desire of mothers and extramarital affairs, offers an alternative narrative to the pro-nuptial discourse found in other romantic dramas. All three central protagonists experience troubled marriages, infidelity and divorce, and by the end of the series, only one of the women achieves happiness in a matrimonial relationship. The other women are able to find fulfilment and companionship outside of the institution of marriage.

One of these is career woman and mother Yūko, portrayed by 46-year-old Yoshida Yō, who falls in love with her subordinate Akasaka, portrayed by 28-year-old Isomura Hayato. At the conclusion of the drama, the couple decide to forgo marriage in favour of co-habiting—as mentioned earlier, still a rarity in Japan—and their storyline featured a number of bedroom scenes. At a time when many wives and mothers were feeling the strain of the pandemic on their relationships, the extramarital affair between an older woman and a handsome younger man may have provided a welcome distraction. The many adoring fan messages posted on the drama’s official webpage suggest that the couple’s love-story was extremely popular with viewers (TBS 2020).

Romantic dramas featuring older women and younger men are not a new phenomenon for Japanese television, although opinions differ as to whether the depictions of these types of relationships are a progressive development or reinforce conservative gender stereotypes (see Gössmann 2016 and Darlington 2013, respectively). Nevertheless, for an industry that places an excessive emphasis on youth, casting women over 45 as romantic leads is a growing trend that challenges existing perceptions of older women, in particular mothers, as undesirable or asexual (Mithani 2020). From the perspective of the broadcaster, it also reflects the need to appeal to an ageing female audience. Furthermore, the romantic pairing of an older woman and younger man might be particularly beneficial for broadcasters as it has the potential to draw viewers from a wide age-range, from the teenaged fans of the handsome young male actors to the middle-aged working women and housewives who find it easier to identify with a heroine at a similar stage of life.

Comments posted to the official website for Koihaha reveal that viewers, who were overwhelmingly women aged between 30 to 60, were able to empathise with the three mothers at the centre of the drama, whose stories reflected their own hidden hopes and desires (TBS 2020). This phenomenon is not uncommon during times of crisis: having been made keenly aware of their own mortality by the coronavirus, some people were re-evaluating their lives or rediscovering urges that had long been smouldering within themselves (Miyahara 2020; Okano 2020). Viewers also commented that they felt encouraged by the drama’s positive message, including its depiction of a post-pandemic Japan (TBS 2020). At a time when Japanese wives and mothers, like their counterparts around the world, were adjusting to a new reality in the home, Koihaha offered a form of romantic escapism that allowed them to look beyond the dark days of the pandemic to a more optimistic future.

Discussion: Navigating Uncertainties and Balancing Different Audiences

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has not only
had a significant impact on people’s relational and familial practices across the globe, it has also affected media productions in various, intertwined ways. The case of Japanese romantic TV series exemplifies the need of production companies to adapt to pandemic conditions, both with regard to the actual production process—as seen in precautionary measures during shoots—and most importantly, with regard to storylines, topics and, consequently, adaptations of the script. Producers, confronted with declining viewing figures for two decades now, have been and continue to be torn between different audiences and their manifold, possibly divergent expectations regarding the depictions of love, dating and (marital) relationships and depictions of the pandemic and its attendant regulations, while the latter keep on enfolding and developing in real life. Most of the dramas we have discussed here appear to be designed to soothe or offer escapism during a time of anxiety and uncertainty, to varying extents, through romantic encounters, happy endings or comforting fairy tales, with the pandemic, in particular its dark side, largely absent. This might, at the same time, be a matter of practical considerations, as Asai Mayumi, author of Sorokatsu joshi no susume (“Recommendations for Single Women’s Activities”, 2019) which was the premise for the TV series of the same name in early 2022, deliberates:

Well, I think it’s like that, isn’t it: [...] if you address the pandemic too much, all the actors would basically have to wear masks the whole time. But, if you’ve gone to the trouble of having beautiful actresses, for them to then wear masks. How can I put it? It would not be ideal from a dramaturgic or visual perspective (Interview Nora Kottmann; November 2020).

As scholars have previously noted, the stars cast in a TV series play a central role in its success and serve an important function as a point of engagement for the audience (Lukács 2010; Tsai 2010). Furthermore, Kirsch (2014, 83) has highlighted the role of close-ups of facial expressions in creating a sense of proximity between tarento (television celebrities) and viewers. In fictional drama, they draw viewers into the action by providing insight into the thoughts and feelings of the characters (Mithani 2019, 75). In light of this, it is not surprising that drama producers were perhaps reluctant to see their stars’ faces covered up.12

In general, the series we have examined here address several topical issues regarding individuals’ relationship worlds and practices, a common or classical approach of love or lifestyle series since the 1980s. This includes, but is not limited to, topics such as online dating, sexual encounters, extramarital affairs, paternity leave, gender equality and marital life, communication in marital relationships, as well as divorce. The depictions follow the common pattern of the genre during the last ten to twenty years: while they might seem progressive or innovative (and do sometimes offer unconventional messages, as can be seen in Koihaha), most of these series ultimately remain entrenched in traditional, conservative patterns, stressing the importance and merits of heterosexual marriage over other relationship forms. Nevertheless, the ongoing pandemic adds an additional layer. In the case of the so-called pandemic drama, the reflexive function of TV series (see introduction) seems to be particularly relevant: we not only accompany the main characters through the ups and downs of their love relationships and in their search for their desired way of living. The series also reflect upon what ‘correct’ behaviour looks like in times of the pandemic, how the ‘new normal’ is defined and shaped,
and, above all, how social and physical proximity can be renegotiated and redefined for individuals and families in times of social distancing, of ‘staying at home’, of uncertainty and social isolation.

Overall, and despite the depiction of unconventional or progressive relationships (as can be seen in Koihaha), we cannot identify any significant or ground-breaking changes in the selected dramas compared to earlier productions of the ren’ai format; neither with regard to love, dating and (marital) relationships, nor with regard to overall story lines. Rather, the select series tie in with various, seemingly contradicting trends that were present already prior to the pandemic and that range from conservative Cinderella stories to more unusual constellations (age-gap relationships, LGBTQI+, etc.). Since the four dramas were all planned before the pandemic, this continuity in both conservative as well as progressive and unconventional content does not seem surprising. And while our findings provide a timely snapshot of drama trends early on in the pandemic, additional work is needed to explore longer-term evolutions in the format.

In half of our examples—and this seems to align with public discourse and statistical evidence on the topic—we can identify a tendency towards (even) more conservative, traditional narrations and depictions: Rimorabu and Anekoi propagate (heterosexual) marriage as the ultimate goal in times of uncertainty, social distancing and loneliness in a surprisingly direct way. While Nigehaji is critical of the conventional construct of marriage based on a strict division of labour, it ultimately upholds the institution. Among our examples, only Koihaha challenges the validity of marriage as the ideal relationship structure. While this messaging is nothing new—the devaluation of marriage in television drama has previously been noted (Hu 2010)—the fact that this still seems somewhat unusual reflects the dominance of the pro-marital discourse.

Nevertheless, Nigehaji, Koihaha and (to a lesser extent) Anekoi did touch on a number of pertinent issues, such as the impact of the pandemic on women’s employment, the gendered division of labour, marital tensions and anxiety. In particular, the situation depicted in Nigehaji, where the husband has to give up his parental leave and the wife is forced to take over childcare all by herself, abandoning their aspirations of a gender-equal marriage, resonates with what social scientists, mainly in Western contexts, have often described as a “re-traditionalization” (Brini et al 2021): In autumn 2020 the World Economic Forum (2020) released a video entitled “The Coronavirus might be gender neutral but the pandemic effects are not”, acknowledging the pandemic’s devastating consequences on women around the world. Women not only experienced a greater economic impact; they also disproportionally shouldered the increase in care work associated with school closures and stay at home policies. These developments might “trigger a regression in gender inequalities [on a couple level], pushing women back to more traditional roles” (Brini et al 2021) and reversing achievements towards gender equality made in the last few decades.

A similar discourse has also emerged in Japan, but with a notable difference: feminist sociologists Ochiai Emiko and Suzuki Nanami (2020) as well as Ueno Chizuko (2020) argue that the pandemic has made pre-existing, pervasive gender inequalities (as discussed in the introduction) visible and, at the same time, worsened them. Care, or ‘shadow work’, they argue, has come to light, while at the same time the burden on women has further increased. More worryingly, suicides among women (in particular those under forty), thought to be exacerbated by job losses and an increase in incidents of domestic violence, have risen substantially since the beginning of the crisis (Iijima 2020; Ueda, Nordström & Matsubayashi 2021). In the dramas we have examined, however, any disruptions were
ultimately smoothed over, and the more serious consequences of the pandemic on women remained unexplored.

Finally, all the series discussed in this article can be characterised by a focus on (heterosexual) couple relationships. While the series also depict several seemingly progressive relationship forms (most likely to appeal to an ever-diversifying audience) and elaborate on ‘new’ or changing ways to initiate and maintain relationships (e.g., online dating and communication), they ultimately do not suggest any truly innovative ways of living and belonging beyond the heterosexual couple norm—at least with regard to the main characters and the main story lines. In an age in which diversity (tayōsei) has become a buzzword in calls for reforming legal, political and societal institutions in the context of demographic change and an increasing precarization of employment, the true acknowledgement of multiple relationships and lifestyles beyond the heterosexual marriage and family, such as the increasing numbers of unmarried couples, singles and people who identify as LGBTQI+, both ‘on screen’ and in reality, is one of the major issues of the present and the future. We see the potential for future work to take off in interesting directions from here.
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Notes

1 Widowed or divorced individuals as well as individuals under the age of fifty who are not (yet) married.
2 As defined in official Japanese statistics, this refers to individuals who have never been married at the age of fifty.
3 While in the past these series achieved very high ratings (e.g., Byūtīfuru Raifu [“Beautiful Life”], TBS, averaged 32.3% in 2000), today ratings around 10% are normal. The decline in ratings has resulted from major transformations in the field of television, a topic that we will not address here due to the scope of the article.
4 Rimorabu – Futsū no Koi wa Jado (“Remote Love – Normal Love is the Wrong Course”), aired October–December 2020, NTV (Wednesday, 22.00).
6 Neechan no Koibito (“Our Sister’s Soulmate”), aired October–December 2020, Fuji TV (Tuesday, 21.00).
7 Koisuru Hahatachi (“Mothers in Love”), aired October–December 2020, TBS (Friday, 22.00)
8 The situation of single mothers, in particular, deteriorated due to various factors such as economic hardship, precarious employment, lay-offs, etc. (Iijima 2021).
9 From June 29 to September 11, NHK simply repeated the first 65 episodes of the asadora Yell before continuing the story.
10 The television film Sekai wa 3 de Dekiteiru (“The World is Made of Three”, Fuji TV, aired June 11, 2020, 23:00–23:40) was made during the SoE in Japan. The production team used video conferencing to prepare for the shoot and reduced the plot to a minimum. The film gets by with only one actor (Hayashi Kentō), who plays triplets. The NHK two-parter Remote Drama Living (May 30 & June 6, 2020, 23:30–23:45) was made completely remotely by the actors filming themselves. And in a TV film by renowned horror director Nakata Hideo, Rimoto de Korosareru (“Killed Remotely”, Nippon TV, July 26, 2020, 22:30–23:25), murders among high school students occur in a video conference setting.
11 At one point in April 2020, #コロナ離婚 [#koronarikon] was the third most popular hashtag among Japan-based twitter users (see Trending Archive).
12 Conversely, some production companies saw masks as a marketing opportunity and included “fancy masks” (oshare masuku) in their merchandise offerings. This was, at least in the case of Rimorabu, a relatively successful strategy (Mainabi Nyūsu 2020).